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An assessment of various automatic block topology generation techniques for creating structured meshes
has been performed in the first part of the paper. The objective is to find out optimal blocking methods
for generating meshes suitable for flow simulations. The comparison has been carried out using an adjoint
based error analysis of the meshes generated by these block topologies. Different objective functions and
numerical schemes have been used for this assessment. It is found that, in general, the medial axis based
approaches provide optimal blocking and yields better accuracy in computing the functional of interest.
This is because the medial axis based methods produce meshes which have better flow alignment specially
in case of internal flows. In the second part of the paper, the adjoint based error indicator has been used
to adapt the block topology in the regions of large error.
Keywords: Multi-Block Structured Mesh Generation; Medial Axis Transform; Automatic Blocking;
Distance Field/level sets; Adjoint Based Error Analysis.
1. Introduction
1.1. Structured Quad/Hex Meshing
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has now become an essential part of the modern day design
hierarchy. Each step in the CFD design process from the CAD definition to the optimum design
needs to be as computationally efficient and reliable as possible. Mesh generation has remained
one of the most time consuming steps in the CFD process and faces even bigger challenges with
the ever increasing need for simulating complex three dimensional (3D) flows. There is a trade-off
between the mesh quality, ease of generation, solver requirements and parallel mesh generation
when choosing amongst the structured and unstructured mesh types. Unstructured meshes offer
more flexibility for meshing complex 3D domains. Structured meshes, on the other hand, offer higher
numerical accuracy and less storage than the unstructured meshes. They also allow relatively easy
implementation of high-order finite volume and finite difference schemes.
1.2. Multi-block Topology Generation
Multi-block structured mesh generation is among the most widely used meshing techniques in flow
simulations. Multi-blocking is essentially a two-stage process. In the first stage, a suitable blocking
topology is generated which divides the complex domain into simple sub-domains. The resulting
blocks are subsequently meshed. This structured blocking offers an efficient meshing strategy for
topologically simple configurations like the main gas flow path and standard templates exist for
partitioning of such domains. For example, the H-O-H type blocking is commonly used to mesh
the blade passage as shown in the center of the Figure 1(a) (Shahpar and Lapworth 2003; Milli and
Shahpar 2012). However, the modern day design challenges demand the computational analysis of
more realistic geometries. A turbine blade, for example, has cooling holes, internal cooling passages,
cut back trailing edges, shroud cavities and rim seals as depicted in the Figure 1(a). Examples of
other complex flow domains include, for instance, a racing car geometry for aerodynamics analysis,
an electronics system for thermal and ventilation analysis and a wind farm domain for an efficient
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Figure 1. Meshing challenges: (a) Turbine blade (counter-clockwise from top left) cooling holes, seal cavity, cutback trailing
edges, internal cooling passages, shroud cavity, centre: standard H-O-H blocking for the blade passage (Shahpar and Lapworth
2003; Milli and Shahpar 2012). (b) a racing car geometry for aerodynamics analysis (c) electronics systems for thermal and
ventilation analysis (d) a wind farm domain for efficient wind turbine placement study.
wind turbine placement study, as shown in frames (b), (c) and (d) of the Figure 1 respectively.
Meshing such multiply linked and more diverse geometries requires significant user intervention,
or writing of templates as part of a library (Milli and Shahpar 2012). Thus, an automatic blocking
strategy can be beneficial to reduce the CFD design cycle time and could be a better alternative
to the unstructured or hybrid meshing methods.
Fully automatic 3D block topology generation is a complex problem and currently there is no
ideal block topology algorithm with the desired features for structured mesh generation. However
various automatic blocking approaches have been proposed with varying levels of automation and
geometric complexity handling. This include approaches based on medial axis (Tam and Armstrong
1991; Price and Armstrong 1995a,b; Sheehy, Armstrong, and Robinson 1995), paving/plastering
(Blacker and Myers 1993; Owen and Blacker 2005) and more recently methods based on cross/frame
field (Fogg, Armstrong, and Robinson 2015a; Kowalski, Ledoux, and Frey 2014).
The medial axis transform (MAT) based algorithms for the domain decomposition have been
presented in, for example, by Armstrong and collaborators (Tam and Armstrong 1991; Price and
Armstrong 1995a,b; Sheehy, Armstrong, and Robinson 1995). Here the medial axis is generated us-
ing the Voronoi based method. The constrained Delaunay triangulation of points distributed on the
boundary is then used to assemble shape molecules featuring a mesh topology. The shape molecules
are reduced to shape atoms by inserting cuts between the medial vertices which topologically rep-
resent 4-, 5- and 6-sided polygons. A subdivision is created resulting in one block for each medial
vertex, medial edge and medial face. A midpoint subdivision is then used for meshing the blocks.
The concave features are removed by splitting the edges which are chosen based on a corner angle
criteria. An alternative has been presented by Rigby (Rigby 2004), called the TopMaker approach,
which makes use of medial vertices and parts of medial axis to block the domain. Medial vertices
are defined as the points which are equidistant from three locations form the domain boundary.
Consequently, six types of medial edges and appropriate rules are defined for creating the blocks.
Further enhancements have been included to produce a good quality mesh however this technique
has yet to be extended for 3D.
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Distance field based approaches are also widely used for the medial axis approximation. The
2D Euclidean distance map based approach involves an analysis of the local directional maxima
to obtain the medial axis (Danielsson 1980; Ragnemalm 1993). A nearest-neighbor search based
criteria to perform a spatial subdivision for approximating the medial axis is used by Vleugels
and Overmars (Vleugels and Overmars 1995). Another hybrid approach called differential MAT
or d-MAT approach is presented by Xia and Tucker (Xia and Tucker 2010). The hyperbolic-
natured eikonal, level set equation is used to calculate the distance field (Tucker 2003). Medial axis
point clouds are then extracted from the Laplacian or Hessian determinant of the distance field.
A thinning algorithm is the used for thinning the point clouds into curves and surfaces. Such a
hybrid approach thus avoids complexity of pure geometric approach and provides more accuracy
than the pure image thinning algorithms. A further enhancement to this approach is a biased MAT
proposed by Xia and Tucker (Xia and Tucker 2011). This adds more flexibility to the subsequent
domain decomposition.
LayTracks3D (Quadros 2014), is a hybrid hexahedral meshing method combining medial axis
based decomposition and the advancing front method. Here, the medial axis is used directly to
create the mesh instead of the domain decomposition. Regularly spaced thin strips are created
between the medial radii pairs from the medial axis to the associated touch points. A further
subdivision is then carried out to form ‘Tracks’. The advancing front method is then applied from
the boundary towards the medial axis to generate the mesh. This technique produces good quality
hexahedral meshes but degenerate cells can be formed around the sharp concave features.
Recent advancements in mesh generation are the methods based on the cross-fields (frame fields
in 3D). A cross field is defined by assigning a set of four unit vectors to points at the discrete
locations. These unit vectors form a regular cross on the tangent plane. Thus the size and the
orientation of the quadrilateral cells can be specified by the cross field. A number of approaches
have been put forward for 2D and 3D cross field based domain decomposition and mesh generation.
To generate the block topology, the partitioning created by connecting the cross-field streamlines
to the singularities can be used. The resulting blocks of the cross field can then be mapped to a
grid (Bommes, Lempfer, and Kobbelt 2011; Li et al. 2011; Palacios and Zhang 2007; Kowalski,
Ledoux, and Frey 2013).
Fogg et al. (Fogg, Armstrong, and Robinson 2015a) also use the cross field for block topology
generation. Their method is similar to the paving algorithm. The cross field is initialized at the
boundaries and then propagated inwards using the fast marching method. A continuous cross field
is obtained up to the location where the advancing fronts collide giving rise to singularities and the
resulting multi-block decomposition. Such a method is simpler than the paving algorithm because
the mesh connectivity is not catered in the cross field. A variation of this method involves a medial
axis based blocking technique with implicit use of the cross field (Fogg, Armstrong, and Robinson
2015b). This results in effective handling of the concavities and sharp features as compared to the
pure medial axis based techniques such as TopMaker.
Kowalski et al. (Kowalski, Ledoux, and Frey 2013) use a PDE based approach to obtain the cross
field. A diffusion problem is solved for this purpose. After locating the field singularities, the lines
in the cross field connecting the singularities are extracted that result in the domain partitioning.
Huang et al. (Huang et al. 2011) and Li et al. (Li et al. 2012) use energy function minimization
to smooth the frame fields. However, here a rough initialization of the surface cross field is used
which can result in poor singularity locations and hence can deter the generation of all hexahedral
meshes. Kowalski et al. (Kowalski, Ledoux, and Frey 2014) describe a frame field method that does
not require initial surface cross field. The cross field approach towards domain decomposition and
mesh generation is novel and efficient but quite complex and expensive.
Malcevic (Malcevic 2011) presents another automated blocking strategy based on a Cartesian
fitting method. While preserving the topology definition, a forward geometry simplification is
performed followed by fitting the model into a Cartesian framework. The next step is blocking
the domain after which the blocked model is mapped back on to the original geometry. Further
operations such as removing singularities by J-grid wrapping are performed to enhance the mesh
3
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quality. This technique has been applied for meshing the end-wall cavities found in turbomachinery.
This technique is very simple and but has only been demonstrated for 2D cases so far. The method
sometimes produces some unnecessary mesh clustering across the block interfaces.
1.3. Error Estimation
Several approaches have been previously presented in the context of error estimation. A review of
these approaches is presented by Roy (Roy 2010). The error estimators can be divided into two
main categories: solution based and adjoint based. The solution based error indicators are based
on the flow gradients or undivided differences to adapt the certain flow features like shock waves,
wakes, boundary layers and slip lines etc (Baker 1997; Baskett and Haimes 2001; Pirzadeh 1999;
White and Corfield 2006). However, adaptation based on such indicators might not guarantee a
reduction in the overall error estimate and can lead to erroneous results (Roy 2009; Dwigh 2008;
Venditti and Darmofal 2002a; White and Corfield 2006).
The solution based error estimators are based on local measures of error. However, the other
parts of the domain might have a strong influence on that local error estimate. Hence as stated
above, the global error might not reduce by treating the local error. This is the case, for example,
in convection dominated flows, where the errors upstream may affect the solution downstream.
This is described in (Warren et al. 1991; Dwigh 2008), where an accurate capturing of the shock
position through the local pressure gradient based error indicator was desired. The continuous local
refinement based on this error estimate resulted in a shock position different to the one obtained by
the uniform global refinement. This is because the error upstream of the shocks are convected and
affect the strength and position of the shock. Thus engineering quantities of interest such as lift
and drag become highly sensitive to the discretization and to the residual errors propagated from
elsewhere in the flow field. In contrast the adjoint based error estimators can efficiently quantify
the impact of such errors and cater for the propagation effects. The error estimate thus obtained
can be used for accurate prediction of quantities of interest and subsequent mesh adaptation.
One of the earliest demonstrations of the adjoint error estimation and mesh adaptation is pre-
sented by Mu¨ller and Giles (Muller and Giles 2001) in which the dominant part of error correction
term is expressed as the global sum of the dot product of adjoint solution and the residual error.
Cells in the mesh are then refined when this dot product is greater than a certain user defined
threshold. Building upon the technique described in Giles and Pierce (Giles and Pierce 2002a)
and Mu¨ller and Giles (Muller and Giles 2001) , Venditti and Darmofal (Venditti and Darmofal
2002a) use the additional concept of a truth mesh to estimate the error in the objective function.
A truth mesh is simply a successive uniform refinement of the working coarse mesh. Error in the
coarse-mesh functional is estimated with respect to its value on the fine mesh by prolongation of
the coarse-mesh non-linear (also called primal) and adjoint solution on the fine grid. This strategy
provides improved error estimates than the one presented by Mu¨ller and Giles (Muller and Giles
2001). This approach has been extended to 3D by Park (Park 2004). One of the difficulties associ-
ated with the approach presented by Venditti and Darmofal is the storage of the fine mesh which
is an additional memory overhead. An alternate approach has been presented in Dwight (Dwight
2007) which still employs the adjoint method but the sensitivity of the objective function with
respect to the added stabilizing dissipation in the numerical method is used as an error indicator.
While this alleviates the need for storage of the fine mesh, the disadvantage of this strategy is that
sources of error other than the added numerical dissipation are not included in the error indicator.
The approaches presented in Fidkowski (Fidkowski 2007) and Nemec and Aftosmis (Nemec and
Aftosmis 2007) demonstrate the use of Venditti technique for Cartesian meshes. A detailed review
on the topic of error estimation using adjoint methods is presented by Fidkowski and Darmofal
(Fidkowski and Darmofal 2011). Despite their advantages over the solution based error estimators,
the adjoint based error estimators are complex and expensive to compute. Also, the primal solution
needs to be converged in order to compute the adjoint sensitivities.
The current work compares the d-MAT (Xia and Tucker 2010), TopMaker (Rigby 2004) and the
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Cartesian fitting (Malcevic 2011) based block topologies by using the adjoint based error analysis
applied to 3D geometries. This is an extension of the work [name deleted to maintain the integrity
of the review process] comprising mainly 2D cases. The use of this adjoint application is intended
to inform template and algorithm design for multi-block meshes. Hence, the prohibitive cost and
complexity of the adjoint method is not an issue. In the second part of the paper, an adjoint error
based block topology adaptation method is introduced. The technique is demonstrated by using
two seal geometries.
2. Adjoint error estimation
2.1. Discrete Adjoint Analysis
After the primal flow solution is available, the discrete adjoint equations are solved to get the
adjoint variables. This section presents the discrete adjoint analysis. A detailed derivation can be
found in Giles and Pierce (Giles and Pierce 2002b). Let Q, the flow variables at discrete set of
points with coordinates X, be the solution of system of steady non-linear equations
R(Q,X,α) = 0 (1)
where R is the discrete residual vector and α is a set of design variables. Also consider an objective
function J(Q,α) which one wishes to optimize. The sensitivity of this objective function to a set
of design variables can be expressed in the following form
dJ
dα
=
∂J
∂Q
∂Q
∂α
+
∂J
∂α
(2)
The adjoint variables ν can be defined as the effect of the flow residual on the objective function:
ν =
∂J
∂R
(3)
Using Equations (1) and (3), Eqn. (2) can be written as
dJ
dα
= −νT ∂R
∂α
+
∂J
∂α
(4)
Eqn. (4) can be re-written to give the following equation for adjoint variables(
∂R
∂Q
)T
ν =
(
∂J
∂Q
)T
(5)
This set of linear equation can be solved to give the adjoint flow variables in a manner similar to
the primary flow solution.
2.2. Adjoint Error Analysis
An adjoint error estimation procedure similar to that of Venditti and Darmofal (Venditti and
Darmofal 2002b) is followed in this work. A detailed description of this method is presented in
the Appendix. The global error in the objective function J(Q) can be related to the local residual
error with the adjoint variables working as the weighting function (see Appendix). This relation is
described by the equation
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J (Q)− Jh
(
QHh
)
= −(νHh )TRh
(
QHh
)
(6)
where H and h represent the coarse and the fine mesh levels respectively.
2.3. Flow Solvers
Simulations in this work are performed using the Rolls-Royce in-house HYDRA program which is
a coupled suite of non-linear, linear and adjoint CFD solvers (Lapworth 2004). The core non-linear
solver has an edge based data structure and the flow equations are integrated around median
dual control volumes using a MUSCL based flux differencing scheme (Moinier 1999). It uses a
block Jacobi pre-conditioner and iteration towards the steady state is carried out using a 5-stage
Runge-Kutta scheme. For accelerated convergence, an element-collapsing multigrid algorithm is
used.
In the original flow solver, the inviscid fluxes are computed using the flux difference scheme
(FDS) of Roe with an additional smoothing term (Moinier 1999). The AUSM (advection upstream
splitting method) flux vector splitting (FVS) scheme for inviscid fluxes (Liou and Steffen 1993)
has been added to the solver for the assessment performed in this paper. While the FDS scheme
includes an explicit smoothing term, the AUSM scheme has an implicit, advection Mach number
weighted smoothing term. Hence, the amount of added numerical dissipation varies between the
two schemes.
HYDRA Adjoint, the steady adjoint solver, is based upon the discrete adjoint approach (Giles
et al. 2003). The gradients are evaluated using the automatic differentiation. First, the non-linear
primal flow version is linearized and then the adjoint version is obtained by transposing the lin-
earized equations. This methodology has successfully been used in design of turbomachinery com-
ponents (Duta, Shahpar, and Giles 2007).
3. Mesh/block topology adaptation procedure
In this section the mesh movement scheme to adapt the block boundaries based on the adjoint error
is described. The method involves constructing an anisotropic mesh metric based on the Hessian of
the adjoint error and then moving the mesh nodes using the spring analogy. The solution variable
(for example Mach number or pressure) based mesh movement scheme is already incorporated in
the Rolls-Royce mesh adaptation tool. This implementation follows the work described in Ait-Ali-
Yahia et al. (Ait-Ali-Yahia et al. 1996). The method is modified by replacing the scalar solution
variable with the adjoint error estimate. The short description of the method is described next.
The detailed procedure can be find in the original sources (Ait-Ali-Yahia et al. 1996; Habashi et al.
2000).
For a 1D problem, let u be the scalar solution (adjoint error in this case) which is approximated
by uh through linear interpolation. Then the local approximation error e over this edge of length
h is given by
e = u− uh (7)
After expanding the solution u at one end of the edge and assuming zero error at the nodes, it
can be shown that the interpolation error across the edge is proportional to the product of the
square of edge length h and the second derivative of uh (Ait-Ali-Yahia et al. 1996) i.e.
6
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e ∝ h2
∣∣∣∣d2uhdx2
∣∣∣∣ (8)
The second derivatives can be replaced by the symmetric Hessian matrix H when moving from
one dimension to higher number of dimensions. The components of H are given by
Hij =
∂2u
∂xi∂xj
, i, j ∈ [1, ..., d], d = spatial dimension (9)
The Hessian matrix can be diagonalized as
H = RΛRT (10)
where R is the matrix of the eigenvectors of H and Λ is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of
H. To have a symmetric positive-definite matrix, H can be modified into the metric M by taking
the absolute value of its eigenvalues such that
M = R |Λ|RT = SST (11)
where S = R
√ |Λ|. Here, M is a function of the co-ordinates x, so that we have a Riemannian
space. Hence using a transformation S, a directionally stretched mesh from the original uniform
mesh can be obtained. However, a mesh with edges of equal length is desired in the transformed
plane ST , where the length of an edge γ is given by
e(γ) =
∫ 1
0
√
s′(l)TM(l)s′(l)dl (12)
Here, s
′
(l), l ∈ [0, 1] is the parametric representation of γ. Equation 12 defines a Riemannian
metric, where the length of an edge γ is the measure of the interpolation error over the edge. Thus
e(xi − xj) =
∫ 1
0
√
(xi − xj)TM(xi − xj)dl (13)
where xi and xj are the coordinates of the edge nodes.
The modified Hessian matrix M is stored at the background mesh after computation and during
the adaptive cycle, its value at any position of the domain can be interpolated on this background
mesh.
The error estimation is followed by the adaptive strategy which is based on the spring analogy
where the mesh can be viewed as a network of springs whose stiffness constants describe the edge
based error e as shown in the Figure 2. As shown in Ait-Ali-Yahia et al (Ait-Ali-Yahia et al. 1996),
the solution of an energy minimization problem can determine the position of the grid vertices.
Thus for the node xj
7
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Figure 2. Spring analogy for the mesh movement.
min
xj
P (xj) = min
xj
n∑
i−1
(xi − xj)2ki(xj) (14)
where ki(xj) is the spring constant between xi and xj . These constants can be written as
ki(xj) =
e(xi − xj)
‖(xi − xj)‖ (15)
where e(xi − xj) is the length of the edge (Equation 13) defined in the Riemannian field and
‖(xi − xj)‖ is its Euclidean length. Equation 14 can be simplified to get a system describing the
equilibrium state of spring network. This system of equations is solved and the position of the node
xj is updated by the following relation
xn+1j = x
n
j + ω
∑n
i−1(xi − xnj )ki(xnj )∑n
i−1 ki(x
n
j )
(16)
where ω is the relation factor. The flow diagram of the adaptive procedure is shown in the Figure
3. The grid adaptation and the flow solver are placed in an iterative loop which stops only when a
user specified error tolerance is reached.
The block boundary nodes are flagged and their connectivity information is saved before adap-
tation. After the adaptation, the new position of the block boundary nodes is written out and the
mesh is regenerated.
4. Results
In this section, various automatic blocking methods are compared using two different geometries.
These blocking techniques are based on medial axis and Cartesian fitting methods. In addition
to the automated blocking methods, the results from the manually created block topologies are
also included for comparison. These hand-crafted block topologies were independently generated
prior to the start of this current work. The adjoint error estimation procedure is employed for the
assessment. The objective functions chosen for all the cases is the total pressure loss (as percentage
8
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Figure 3. Mesh adaptation flow diagram.
of total inlet pressure). The error is computed with respect to a fine mesh which is a one-step
uniform refinement of the original coarse mesh.
The response of the different numerical schemes to the mesh quality might not be the same and
a varied degree of tolerance to the mesh quality could be observed. Hence, one of the aims in this
section is to find out whether the grading of the block topologies remains consistent if a different
numerical scheme is used. Therefore two numerical schemes (Roe and AUSM) have been used here.
The cases used in this section include a 90o sector engine intake rig and a rim seal with a blade
geometry. The error analysis is described in the following sections.
4.1. Engine intake rig
The 90o sector engine intake rig geometry is shown in the Figure 4. This experimental setup has
been used to study the intake lip flow in cross winds (Oriji 2014; Judge and Hynes 2011).
Figure 4. The 90o sector intake rig geometry.
9
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5. 3D engine intake rig: (a) d-MAT blocking (b) Topmaker blocking (c) Cartesian fitting
blocking (d) Manual blocking (e) d-MAT mesh (f) Topmaker mesh (g) Cartesian fitting mesh (h)
Manual mesh.
The domain is partitioned using four different block topologies. For the 3D medial axis generation,
the Voronoi diagram based algorithm of Dey and Zhao (Dey and Zhao 2004) is used. The d-MAT
and TopMaker block topologies are then completed using additional rules (see Appendix). The
Cartesian fitting blocking is manually followed. The hand crafted blocking used by Oriji (Oriji
2014) has also been included here for comparison. The block topologies and the resulting meshes
are shown in the Figures 5 where a substantial difference in the blocking layout can be observed.
The d-MAT approach produces blocks resulting in a mesh which is aligned with the flow direction,
especially around the intake lip. The TopMaker blocking also tries to align with the flow direction.
The Cartesian fitting method aligns the block topology in the Cartesian frame. Also, from this
blocking, the effect of cell clustering to resolve the boundary layers extends out into the main flow
path. The coarse mesh cell count is given in the Table 2.
A range of simulations using this setup was carried out in a recent study with varying exit Mach
number (Maex ) (Oriji 2014). The pre-separated and post-separated intake flows were investigated
including the effect of surface roughness. Here a pre-separation case (Maex = 0.42 ) is used. The
operating conditions are given in the Table 1. The Reynolds number based on the exit diameter
(ReD) is approximately 7 × 105. The simulations are performed using the Spalart-Allmaras (SA)
turbulence model, with near wall grid spacing giving y+ ≈ 1. The axial velocity contours around the
intake lip, using the Roe’s scheme, are shown in the Figure 6(a) along with the flow streamlines.
The adjoint flow is then computed with the total pressure loss as the objective function. The
contours of the adjoint Spalart variable are displayed in the Figure 6(b) where a high sensitivity
along the intake lip can be seen.
The adjoint error estimate results for both numerical schemes are given in the Table 2. The error
in computing the objective function is estimated using the method described above. The overall
error can then be obtained by summing individual error contributions. If Ej is the estimated error,
10
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Table 1. 3D engine intake rig operating
conditions.
Exit Mach number 0.42
Inlet stagnation pressure 235073 Pa
Inlet static pressure 234763 Pa
Inlet temperature 314.07 K
Exit pressure 207996 Pa
(a) (b)
Figure 6. 3D engine intake rig: contours of (a) Axial velocity (b) adjoint counterpart of the Spalart
variable around the intake lip.
then the total weighted error TE over the whole domain for N number of cells is given by
TE =
∑N
j=0(|Ej | × V olj)∑N
j=0 V olj
(17)
where V ol is the cell volume (area in 2D). A comparison of the error estimates can then be made
by normalizing the total error with the d-MAT error TEdMAT such that the normalized value TEN
is given by
TEN =
TE
TEdMAT
(18)
The results indicate that the medial axis based meshes provide the most accurate value of the
objective function than the other block topologies. One of the reasons for this is that for the similar
cell count, the medial axis based approach generates a mesh which has better alignment with the
flow and also a more uniform cell size distribution in the main flow path than the other approaches.
The Cartesian fitting mesh is clustered in the main flow path. This constraint effects the overall
uniformity of the mesh size producing coarser mesh in the areas away from the block boundaries,
thus contributing to the error. The trend is consistent for both numerical schemes. It is also found
that the AUSM scheme gives a slightly less error (approximately 10%) for all block topologies when
compared with their counterparts in the Roe scheme.
The adjoint error maps for all the meshes and both numerical schemes are shown in the Figure
7. These are taken at z=0 slice where a consistent error pattern for both the schemes can be seen.
The cell skewness histograms for various meshes are displayed in the Figure 8. When looking at
the mesh quality from the viewpoint of the geometrical mesh quality metrics such as skewness,
the d-MAT mesh performs badly despite providing the more accurate solution. This shows a lack
of connection between the solution accuracy and the traditional quality metrics implying that
the quality is mainly dependent on the physical solution. This has also been demonstrated in
11
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Table 2. 3D engine intake rig: coarse mesh cell count and the
total normalized error.
Blocking Type N (Approx) TEN (Roe) TEN (AUSM)
d-MAT 450,000 1.0 1.0
TopMaker 430,000 1.01 0.9
Cart.Fitting 450,000 1.5 1.5
Manual blocking 440,000 1.3 1.2
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 7. The error contours near the intake lip ((a)-(d) Roe scheme, (e)-(h) AUSM scheme): (a
and e) d-MAT (b and f) TopMaker (c and g) Cartesian fitting (d and h) manual.
the literature (Knupp 2007). Nevertheless, the mesh quality can have a strong influence on the
solution convergence and can be used to improve defective meshes. The results are also compared
with the experimental data as shown in the Figure 9. Here the Mais along the lip surface center
line is plotted against the dimensionless lip length, LD. This length is non-dimensionalized by the
distance from the lip highlight to the fan face. A better agreement with the measurements can be
seen for the medial axis based meshes. Similar error analysis was performed in (Ali 2015) for more
smooth meshes of a two-dimensional (2D) labyrinth seal case. It was demonstrated that even for
elliptically smoothed 2D meshes, the medial axis based approaches perform better than the other
techniques.
4.2. Rim seal cavity with blade
The second case used in this study is a rim seal cavity attached to a turbine blade as shown in the
Figure 10. Flow from the cavity is injected into the main annulus to control the leakage of flow
from the hub gap between the stator and rotor disks. The blade and main gas flow path geometry
of Langston’s experiment (Langston, Nice, and Hooper 1977) is used here.
The rim seal block topologies are shown in Figure 11. The conventional H-O-H block topology is
used for meshing the main gas flow path as shown in the Figure 12. Figure 13(a) shows the main
flow axial velocity contours whereas adjoint axial velocity contours for both numerical schemes are
shown in the Figure 13(b) and 13(c). The adjoint sensitivity of the AUSM scheme is slightly less
than that of the Roe scheme. A Similar trend can be seen in the Figures 14(b) and 14(c) where the
SA adjoint sensitivity contours using both schemes are displayed. Figure 14(a) shows the primal
flow in the rim seal.
The results of the adjoint error estimation along with the mesh sizes for different block topologies
are shown in the Table 3. As depicted by the statistics, the manually generated mesh produces more
12
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Figure 8. 3D engine intake: Skewness histogram (a) d-MAT (b) TopMaker (c) Cartesian fitting (d) manual.
Figure 9. Lip isentropic Mach number profiles.
accurate functional estimates than the rest of the methods. This is followed by the d-MAT mesh.
The results are similar for both numerical schemes. Figure 15 show the mesh alignment with the
flow for various approaches. The manually generated mesh performs well here due it smoothness
and better flow alignment. The d-MAT and the TopMaker meshes are less aligned with the flow
as compared to the manual mesh. Less degree of mesh smoothness can also be observed in these
13
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Figure 10. Rim seal cavity with blade.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 11. Rim seal: (a) d-MAT blocking (b) Topmaker blocking (c) Cartesian fitting blocking (d) Manual blocking (e) d-MAT
mesh (f) Topmaker mesh (g) Cartesian fitting mesh (h) manual mesh.
meshes. The Cartesian meshes also struggles to achieve uniform cell size distribution and the
alignment with the flow thus resulting in the highest error.
The adjoint error maps of the blade and the rim seal for all the block topologies are shown
in Figure 16 and 17 respectively. Less error (around 10 %) using the AUSM scheme is observed
on all the block topologies when compared to the Roe scheme, as displayed in the error maps.
The pressure coefficient plot at the 50% span is shown in the Figure 18 and compared with the
experimental data (Langston, Nice, and Hooper 1977). All the block topologies yielded the same
profile shown in Figure 18. This is because the same main gas flow path blocking is used for all the
cases and the varying block topology in the rim seal does not seem to affect the conditions at the
mid span.
The results from cases used in this section shows the superiority of the medial axis block topolo-
gies over the other automatic blocking methods even when a different numerical scheme is used.
The performance of the AUSM scheme was slightly better than the Roe scheme for the two cases
analyzed. However, the comparison between the two schemes cannot lead to a general conclusion,
because the flows in these cases did not exhibit features like shocks and shear layers etc.
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Figure 12. Main gas flow path H-O-H block topology.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 13. Main gas flow path: Mid span contours of (a) axial velocity (b) adjoint axial velocity for
Roe scheme (c) adjoint axial velocity for AUSM scheme.
5. Block topology adaptation
The adjoint based error estimation has been employed in the previous section for block topology
comparison. In this section, its use to adapt the block topology is presented. The aim is to move
the block boundaries through node movement. As stated in the Section 3, this is achieved in an
15
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 14. Rim seal: contours of (a) axial velocity (b) adjoint SA for Roe scheme (c) adjoint SA for
AUSM scheme.
Table 3. Rim seal with blade: coarse mesh cell count and the total
normalized error.
Blocking Type N (Approx) TEN (Roe) TEN (AUSM)
d-MAT 540,000 1.0 1.0
TopMaker 540,000 1.01 1.02
Cart.Fitting 560,000 1.3 1.4
Manual blocking 500,000 0.9 0.89
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 15. Rim seal: streamlines against the mesh (a) d-mat (b) Topmaker (c) Cartesian fitting (d) Manual.
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Figure 16. Adjoint error map around the blade.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 17. Rim seal error maps ((a)-(d) Roe scheme, (e)-(h) AUSM scheme ): (a and e) d-MAT (b and f) TopMaker (c and g)
Cartesian fitting (d and h) manual.
‘implicit’ way which means that whole mesh built on a specific blocking is first adapted through
adjoint error based nodal movement and then the nodes representing the block boundaries are
extracted and the mesh is regenerated using this adapted block topology.
Traditionally, for flow feature based mesh movement, the Hessian of a selected solution variable
(for example Mach number) is used as a measure of error. The adaptation scheme is based on
a spring analogy (see section 3) where the mesh nodes are moved until the equilibrium state of
the spring forces is reached thus equidistributing the error. In the present implementation, the
Hessian of the adjoint error is used for the mesh movement. Hence, the nodes are moved towards
the regions having strong adjoint error gradients. The adaptation mechanics is described in the
section 3. The rationale behind not using the adapted mesh itself instead of the block topology is
17
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Figure 18. Pressure coefficient profile at the blade mid span.
(a) (b)
Figure 19. Rim seal: (a) d-MAT original blocking and mesh (b) the adjoint error map.
that the resulting mesh can have low quality cells. Such type of skewed or highly stretched meshes
can be problematic for high fidelity simulations like hybrid RANS-LES or LES. In this section, the
adaptation technique is demonstrated with the help of two seal geometries where the medial axis
based block topologies are adapted.
5.1. Rim seal
The first case demonstrated here is the rim seal domain used in the previous section. The block
topology and the mesh for the rim seal case are shown in the Figure 19(a). The adjoint error
estimation is then carried out on this mesh following the same procedure used in the previous
section. The objective function is the total pressure loss. The resulting error map is shown in the
Figure 19(b) which highlights the region in the middle of the flow path for modification.
The next step is to perform the block boundary adaptation. The adaptation algorithm strives
to move the mesh towards the areas having high gradients of the adjoint error. The adapted block
topology represented by the dotted lines is shown in the Figure 20 along with the original blocking
18
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represented by the solid lines.
Figure 20. Rim seal: d-MAT original and adapted block topologies.
A mesh of same size is then generated based on the adapted block topology and the adjoint error
is recomputed. The mesh based on the adapted topology and the resulting error map are shown in
the Figure 21. A decrease of 10% in the total adjoint error resulted as a result of the adaptation.
5.2. Labyrinth seal
The labyrinth seal case is now presented. The block topology and the mesh for this domain are
shown in the Figure 22(a). The adjoint error estimation is then performed using again the total
pressure loss as the objective function. Next, the block boundary adaptation is performed. A
smoother and more orthogonal adapted mesh is produced (see Figure 22(b)). The adapted and
original block topologies are shown in the Figure 22(c). The total estimated error was reduced by
approximately 6%.
The cases demonstrated above show that a block topology adaptation scheme can be employed
to get optimized blocking. The globally adapted whole mesh can result in highly skewed cells
and the situation might not improve even after smoothing. This has an impact on the solution
convergence. Hence only the adapted nodes representing the block topology are extracted and
(a) (b)
Figure 21. Rim seal: (a) d-MAT adapted blocking and mesh (b) the adjoint error map.
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Figure 22. Labyrinth seal: (a) d-MAT original blocking and mesh (b) d-MAT adapted blocking and mesh (c) superimposed
original and adapted blockings.
the mesh is regenerated around it. The medial axis block based topology used in these cases
(narrow duct type geometries) is already in near optimal form and hence a limited amount of
mesh movement could be achieved. Therefore, applying and further developing this technique to a
variety of domains can be an area of future research.
6. Conclusion
Various automatic and manual blocking methods are compared in the first part of this paper. The
adjoint error estimation performed on the meshes generated over various block topologies shows
that, in general, medial axis based methods produce optimal domain decomposition. This is due to
the fact that a better flow alignment and a more uniform cell size distribution is produced by these
techniques. It should, however, be noted that the initial setup and the experience in implementing
these automatic techniques can impact the final outcome. Medial axis based technique can be useful
for many internal flows where the inlet flow angle remains constant. We have also observed that
the manually generated block topologies yield better results in some cases while not performing the
best in the others. This can also be attributed to the experience of the user. Thus the automated
approaches can guide a CFD practitioner to optimally block the domain with the advantage of
being less user intensive. The use of the adjoint error estimation for block topology adaptation was
also explored in the second part of the paper. Such a strategy can be useful to further improve
the block topology created using an existing automatic blocking method (for example, using the
d-MAT approach in this paper). The results show a potential in such an adaptation scheme to be
used and developed further.
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Appendix
Error Estimation
Consider a computational domain Ω and let ΩH and Ωh are the coarse mesh and the fine mesh
discretizations of this domain respectively. H and h (H > h) here represent the mesh length scales
associated with a particular discretization such as finite difference or finite volume. The coarse
mesh has a mesh density that is able to capture the basic feature of the flow but might not yield
the desired level of accuracy. The fine mesh on the other hand is a systematic uniform refinement
of the coarse mesh which can provide the accuracy required but is computationally expensive. The
discretization of the governing equations on the coarse and fine mesh yield the residual vectors
which can be denoted by RH (QH) and Rh (Qh) respectively where Q is the solution of system of
the governing flow equations. Let J (Q) be the objective function which one wants to estimate.
The estimation of this objective function on the coarse and fine mesh are denoted by JH (QH) and
Jh (Qh). An estimate of Jh (Qh) on the fine grid, without solving on the fine grid, can be made by
a Taylor’s series expansion of Jh (Qh) about the solution on the coarse grid
Jh (Qh) = Jh
(
QHh
)
+
∂Jh
∂Qh
∣∣∣∣
QHh
(
Qh −QHh
)
+ ... (19)
Also the expansion of Rh (Qh) about the coarse mesh yields
Rh (Qh) = Rh
(
QHh
)
+
∂Rh
∂Qh
∣∣∣∣
QHh
(
Qh −QHh
)
+ ... (20)
The vector
(
QHh
)
in the above equation is the coarse mesh solution estimated on the fine mesh
with a suitably defined prolongation operator. The vector ∂Jh∂Qh
∣∣∣
QHh
in Eqn. (19) represents the linear
sensitivity of the fine mesh function with respect to
(
QHh
)
. Moreover, the vector ∂Rh∂Qh
∣∣∣
QHh
in Eqn.
(20) is the fine mesh Jacobian evaluated using the projected coarse mesh solution.
(
QHh
)
can be
evaluated by
QHh = I
H
h QH (21)
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where IHh represents an appropriate prolongation operator. For example the coarse grid solution
can be reconstructed on the fine mesh using linear or higher order interpolation. Assuming the
well-posedness, the Eqn. (20) can be inverted. Also knowing that Rh (Qh) = 0 for steady state
problem, Eqn. (20) yields
(
Qh −QHh
) ≈ −{ ∂Rh
∂Qh
∣∣∣∣
QHh
}−1
Rh
(
QHh
)
(22)
From Equations (22) and (19) we get
Jh (Qh) ≈ Jh
(
QHh
)− (νh|QHh )TRh (QHh ) (23)
where νh|QHh is the discrete adjoint solution vector estimated at the fine mesh using QHh . This
adjoint solution vector satisfies the equation
{
∂Rh
∂Qh
∣∣∣∣
QHh
}T
νh|QHh =
{
∂Jh
∂Qh
∣∣∣∣
QHh
}T
(24)
Eqn. (23) requires the evaluation of the term (νh|QHh )T on the fine grid. To avoid this evaluation,
(νh|QHh )T can also be estimated thorough coarse grid adjoint interpolation onto the fine grid via
some projection operator
νHh = I
H
h νH (25)
where the coarse mesh adjoint solution νH is the solution of following adjoint equations on the
coarse mesh
{
∂RH
∂QH
}T
νH =
{
∂JH
∂QH
}T
(26)
The final estimate of the objective function J (Q) is then given by
J (Q) = Jh
(
QHh
)− (νHh )TRh (QHh ) (27)
The second expression on the right hand side of the above equation is called the error correction
term. It can be seen that the error in the objective function is related to the local residual error
through the adjoint variables which act as weight function. Eqn. (23) can be disintegrated into the
following form
Jh
(
QHh
)− Jh (Qh) ≈ (νHh )T Rh (QHh )+ (νh|QHh − νHh )TRh (QHh ) (28)
The first term on the right hand side of Eqn. (28) is the main computable error estimate while
the second term is the error in this computable error estimate. This first term on the right hand
side shows that the adjoint variables directly relates the error in the given functional to the local
residual errors. Stating in another way, the adjoint solution act as a weight function to the local
residual error and gives the effect of the residual error on the output functional.
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Rules for the d-MAT Blocking
The rules for d-MAT blocking are noted below. Some of these are borrowed from the TopMaker
method.
Rule 1 (R1) Expansion features are connected to the nearest ‘medial vertex’; that is if that
point lies within sight of the fan caused by the expansion feature. If not, it is connected to
the nearest point on the shock feature topology.
Rule 2 (R2) Hanging features (features which are not connected to anything) are extended to
the nearest point on the geometry. The medial axis based blocking of a simple domain using
these rules is shown in the Figure A.1
Figure A.1. Rules for d-MAT blocking.
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